Leading the Way in PRINT & APPLY

NJM Packaging offers a full-range of Print and Apply labeling machines capable of handling a wide variety of applications.

Model 401X FINAL TOUCH Print & Apply

Offering the longest reach, this durable Print & Apply Labeler is ideal for labeling pallets, drums, tires and an assortment of other large products. Its quick interchangeable application tooling achieves product changeover and/or a change in labels in minutes.

Options
- Multi-panel labeling
- Extended reach up to 36 inches
- Custom software
- Full safety/dust guard
- Product database capability
- Choice of bar code scanners
- Custom sliding base
- Safety “brake-away” base with extended height platforms

Standard Features
- Heavy duty construction
- Allen-Bradley PLC controls
- Smart rewind system
- Retractable machine frame
- Interchangeable application tools
- Standard reach up to 14 inches
- Speeds up to 12 cpm

Integrated End-of-Line Solutions

Our fully integrated turnkey Print and Apply packaging lines combine a variety of technologies to meet your needs with a total solution approach.

Custom Features
- Case erecting
- Case taping
- Print & Apply labelers
- Barcode verification systems
- Checkweighers
- Coding and verification systems
- Central line controls
- Stainless steel conduits housing power wires, control wires and pneumatics
- Wide range of material handling options

RFID CAPABILITIES

Print & Apply Packaging Lines
This high-speed servo driven Print and Apply Labeler features rugged construction and high quality components to reliably apply labels to the sides or ends of cases at speeds up to 120 per minute.

Model 251 Print-to-Loop

The Model 251 Print-to-Loop system is designed to label cases, cartons, and bottle applications when high speed batch printing is permissible. This wipe-on applicator can run up to 150 containers per minute.

Standard Features
- Top or side labeling
- Allen-Bradley MicroLogix PLC
- Allen-Bradley Panel View 550
- Allen-Bradley Servo Control

Options
- Choice of bar code scanners
- Range of material handling options

Model 400 FINAL TOUCH Print & Apply

This versatile Print and Apply Labeler achieves vertical and horizontal labeling of cases, cartons and bags at speeds up to 50 per minute. With optional application tools, it can apply side labels, top labels, corner wrap labels and two-panel labels, as well as support the next generation RFID tagging technology.

Standard Features
- Allen-Bradley 550 touch screen operator interface and PLC Controls
- Smart rewind system
- Choice of printers
- Speeds up to 50 cpm

Options
- Multi-panel labeling
- RFID tagging
- Choice of bar code scanners
- Wide range of material handling options